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The television media industry of filmed product
for television -- be it fictional, factual or current
events such as sports -- is a trillion-dollar
business worldwide. Particularly over the last 20
years, the inter-dependence of cross-fertilization
of content has seen many corporations expand
their business, enabling them to incorporate a
broader base of interrelated content, that lends
itself to embrace not only the visual, but lucrative
retail revenue, from the successful realization of
its filmed product. The Business of Film’s feature
choice for MIP TV 2002, is an exception, in the
originality of its formation.
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COMMENT

At this gathering of MIP TV 2002, the premiere Springtime
venue for the global television industry to sell and buy
programming from around the world, much of the product

sought by the international market place is American but is
produced outside the United States as “Runaway Productions.”
Runaway Production has become a byword in the Hollywood
creative community, and the issue continues to rear its head, from
Capital Hill to the bedrock of the movie making industry in
Hollywood. Why is Runaway production such a hotbed?  

In reality the opportunity to produce films outside the United States
is part of a  production strategy taken by major movie studios, TV
production companies, and independent feature film companies -
The often unacknowledged fact is that whilst the feature film
end of the business, constantly “takes the heat,” a significant
proportion of ‘Runaway Production’ is actually produced for
television. As an example the X Files, for many years was shot
in Vancouver.
Over the past two years more governments around the globe from
Iceland to the Isle of Man have become more aware of the
immediate GDP value of offering incentives to shoot movies in
their territories. Not to mention the  ‘evergreen factor’ on tourism
of movies such as The Sound of Music, Crocodile Dundee, Out
of Africa and the recent The Lord of the Rings. 

Tax and other financial incentives available to shoot in other
countries are sometimes very attractive “carrots,” however a
recent Round Table discussion between a select group of

prolific producers of independent product and The Business of
Film suggests that most producers would be happy to pay a
premium to be able to film in the US. One of the major factors
which helped to drive independent producers out of the US, and
which serves to keep them out, is the virtual impossibility of
financing an independent picture in the United States within the
strictures of the guild rules - specifically SAG. 
Rather than finding ways to attract runaway producers back to
Hollywood, SAG is once again “waiving its big stick” and citing
Runaway Production as the rallying cry in its attempt to further
tighten its stranglehold on the movie making process with the
recently announced “Global Enforcement of Rule One.”  This takes
affect from May 1, 2002 and effectively prohibits any SAG
member from working on a non-SAG movie anywhere in the
world.
Like all powerful bureaucratic entities the question that is NOT
addressed by SAG, DGA, WGA or IATSE are the real reasons for
Runaway Production, and the extent to which the US unions have
contributed to it.  

The Round Table pointed out that producers seldom balk at
SAG contract salaries or even SAG pension, health and
welfare contributions.  Residuals are the pivotal issue of the

matter.   The group argues that the concept of residuals is
anachronistic and fundamentally flawed. Producers are
theoretically required to pay a total of up to 15% of their gross
receipts from a movie as residuals to SAG, WGA, DGA and
IATSE.  These payments are due from dollar oneand are supposed
to be paid from money the producer never receives as, in practice,
100% of gross receipts are typically paid to the bank that provided
the production loan.  The producer is therefore required to pay a
profit share to the actors, director, writer and crew from money he
has not received and before the project has broken even let alone
made a PROFIT. 

The producers also highlighted the fact that SAG and the DGA
demand a mortgage over the whole movie and additional
security documentation to secure their right to residuals which
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to arrange financing for the
picture and inevitably adds to the legal costs involved in trying to
get the picture financed.

These SAG Rules are without logic and several members of the
round table survey, observed that for this reason alone the
simple pleasure of not having to deal with SAG, its lawyers

and security documentation is enough, in and of itself, to attract
producers to shoot outside the US.

The overall opinion of the group was that, having helped
materially to drive production out of the US, SAG’s global
enforcement of Rule One now seeks to bolt the door behind

independent producers who are now encouraged by SAG to hire
only non-US actors in their foreign productions.  Global Rule One
effectively renders the pool of US SAG actors a ‘closed shop’ in
union parlance. The term is appropriate but the effect is that if one
shop is ‘closed’ then the shoppers are forced to look at other shops
which may still be open.
Independent film producers are not major studios and they seldom
have the opportunity to employ the ‘major’ stars of acting,
directing and writing BUT the sector does, provide a great deal of
employment to rank and file SAG, DGA and WGA members on
foreign productions. How, therefore, can SAG justify “Global Rule
One” as being in the best interests of their members?  The SAG
website lists facts and figures as to the value of pension, health and
welfare payments that SAG has and will lose as a result of
Runaway Productions. Interestingly it does not list the value of
salaries earned by SAG members from Runaway Productions.  It is
apocryphal that SAG’s primary concern seems to be the funds that
SAG and its vastly overstaffed bureaucracy administer, and not
with the earning power of its members.  

The producer group concluded that global enforcement of Rule
One may possibly serve to increase the PH&W funds paid to SAG
as well as the fees paid to its legions of lawyers but will definitely
reduce the overall income of its members as producers are forced
to fill acting roles in their offshore productions with non-US actors.  

IS THERE A SOLUTION?

The group observed that SAG’s own website currently provides
details of a landmark agreement between the British acting union,
Equity, and UK producers.  For the first time UK Equity actors will
also now participate in the success of pictures they perform in. The
round table survey concluded The British formula is, reasonable,
sensible and practical as the payments due to actors are from the
profits of the picture rather than from first dollar of receipts.  That’s
a formula that the independent producers we spoke to felt they
could embrace. The producers went further, however, and
suggested that as far as most SAG members are concerned it is a
virtual certainty that they would rather receive an upfront cash
buyout of their ‘Residual rights’ from independent producers rather
than waiting for years to get ‘residuals’ from a company that may
or may not be in existence at that time.  

The logic and simplicity of that solution is irrefutable but it is
unlikely to find favor within SAG’s hierarchy as it provides less
rather than more room for bureaucracy. 

Simple Logic Battles 
Against SAG’s Bureaucracy 

& Global Rule One
The Lord Of The Rings Boosting Tourism in New Zealand

www.thebusinessoffilm.com
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The cinematography of Laszlo
Kovacs, his life and career is brought
into focus in a book published under
the ASC Press imprint by the
American Society of
Cinematographers. New Wave King,
The Cinematography of Laszlo
Kovacs ASC, contains original
commentaries, black-and-white
photos and a collection of articles
from the American Cinematographer
magazine. ASC President Steven
Poster feels Kovacs’ story has “an
improbable beginning.” Born and
raised in a rural community in
Hungary during the early days of the
Cold War, Kovacs “arrived in the
U.S. as a political refugee, not
speaking a word of English, and
overcame impossible odds to become
one of the world’s most influential
filmmakers,” said Poster. “This book
should be a must for every filmmaker
and fan.”
Twelve years after arriving, Kovacs
became an “overnight sensation” in
1969 when Easy Rider captured the
imagination of film fans and critics

around the world. It put Kovacs in the
forefront of a “New Wave” of
filmmakers who were changing both
the culture and aesthetic of the art
form. “Easy Rider would never have
been made without Laszlo Kovacs,”
says Dennis Hopper, writer-actor-
director of the film, in the
introduction to the book. 
Kovacs recently received the ASC
Lifetime Achievement Award, which
is presented annually to a
cinematographer who has made an
extraordinary and enduring impact on
the art of filmmaking. He is currently
shooting an untitled romantic comedy
featuring Sandra Bullock. 
The American Society of
Cinematographers was founded in
1919 for the purpose of advancing the
art and craft of filmmaking.
Membership is by invitation based on
the individual’s body of narrative film
work. There are 240 active members
who come from nearly 20 countries,
as well as more than 100 associate
members who work in allied
professions.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Planet Zoo, Available From Filmoption International, Inc.

In Memoriam

Arthur Kananack

The New Wave King

Last month, Arthur Kananack, one
of the industry’s well-known
international television/film
distribution executives has sadly
passed away.
The service at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park in Hollywood,
California, was packed with many
executives from the  independent
and major sectors of the industry.
Arthur was one of the most likeable
characters in our industry. His wit
will be missed in an industry where
individuals take themselves and the
task of  ‘doing business’ too
seriously, forgetting that as a
‘worldwide family’ we continue to
rely on each other. Arthur was ever
helpful, even when perhaps he could
not help, but he never turned away
without saying an encouraging
word.  For those unfamiliar with
Arthur’s biography. Arthur B.
Kananack (1933-2002) was born
and grew up in Brooklyn, New York,
where he attended a special
elementary school and Poly Prep.
After graduating cum Laude from
Poly, he spent the next seven years
at Cornell University. Arty received
a B.A. followed by a LLB at Cornell
Law School. During the Korean
War, he was sent to Germany and
rose to the rank of 1st Lt. (Adjutant-
87 Ord. Bn.). When he returned to
civilian life, Arty joined the U.S.
Army Reserve in New York where
he was discharged as a captain. 
Arthur then commenced his career as

a theatrical lawyer. Prior to 1972, he
lived and worked both in New York
and London where he was primarily
involved in business affaires, legal
and theatrical, as well as TV
production for Twentieth Century
Fox, C.M.A. and ABC-TV.  For the
following ten years, he was based in
London as vice president, business
affairs, Europe for Warner Brothers.
Arty then became responsible for all
business affairs and administration
for Warner’s Television Distribution
Division involving both the domestic
and international markets. Back in
the U.S., Arty rose to the presidency
of ITC Entertainment, where he ran
worldwide television sales and
negotiated the acquisition /
production agreement with HBO.
After five years with ITC, Arty
moved to Viacom, where he created
the international theatrical and video
sales department as president of
Viacom Pictures.
In 1993, he started Arthur Kananack
and Associates (AKA) with his two
sons, Michael and Claude, in both
Los Angeles and New York. The
company is engaged in worldwide
sales of TV and theatrical product
and is also involved in co-
productions and acquisitions. 
Michael and Claude will carry on
the Kananack legacy of honest and
conscientious representation of
companies, including Showtime,
Viacom and many other independent
producers into the 21st century.

Directors Dozen
Festival Premieres

The top “Directors Dozen” of
feature films was shown at the
second at the annual Phoenix Film
Festival, which was held earlier this
month at the AMC Arizona Center
Theaters in downtown Phoenix.
This is the only festival in the world
that allows selected small budget
filmmakers the opportunity to
showcase features made for less
than $1 million and shorts made for
$50,000 and under.  

Of the 12 feature-length films
selected six will made their world
premiere and five their Arizona
premiere at the festival.
Feature films that were shown on
four screens over the three-day
festival weekend included: the
drama, Dead Dogs Lie; the comedy,
Do it for Uncle Manny; the
romantic comedy, Drop Dead
Roses; and the period drama,
Farewell to Harry. 

Star Wars Episode II 
Benefits CAS 

Lucasfilm Ltd. And Twentieth
Century Fox have selected The
Children’s Aid Society (CAS) as
the beneficiary of the New York
City charity premiere of Star
Wars: Episode II Attack of the
Clones on Sunday, May 12.
The Children’s Aid Society joins a
list of children’s charities in 11 cities
in the U.S. and Canada that will
receive the proceeds from this event. 
“At a time when the economic news
from many quarters is not
encouraging, it is thrilling to be part
of the excitement and anticipation
surrounding the new Star Wars
episode,” says Philip Coltoff, CAS
executive director and CEO. 
“Lucasfilm’s decision to focus the
premieres on the needs of
disadvantaged children is truly
heartening and we are grateful for
the opportunity to increase support

for our programs,” Coltoff said.
Proceeds from the New York
premiere will help support
Children’s Aid’s services at 37
locations throughout the New York
metropolitan area. A percentage of
the seats in New York and at each
premiere will be reserved for
disadvantaged children. 
The Children’s Aid Society will
raise money through both ticket
sales and corporate sponsorships,
and will host a post-premiere
reception. The  organization is one
of New York City’s oldest and
largest child welfare agencies,
serving over 120,000 children a
year with community schools,
neighborhood centers, camps,
adoption and foster care services,
teen pregnancy prevention,
education, health and recreation
services.
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007 Takes 
A View To Iceland

A James Bond film, part of the
longest-running and most successful
franchise in cinema history--
celebrating its 40th Anniversary this
year--will return to Iceland this
spring to shoot on location.
Eon Productions, based at Pinewood
Studios in the U.K., have selected
remote locations in Iceland to shoot
scenes for the 20th 007 film.The
new, as yet untitled film will shoot
in a variety of locations featuring
frozen glacial lakes, wintry vistas,
and waterfalls.
Technical support will be provided
by Saga Film Productions of
Reykjavik, which estimates a crew
of 40-50 technicians will work for
four weeks on the project. Eon is the
latest production company attracted
by Iceland’s scenery and its new
reimbursement program, that
reduces domestic production costs,
including out-of-pocket expenses
originating in Iceland, and all
salaries and sub-contractor
payments taxable in the country, by
12 percent.
The last Bond film produced on
Iceland was A View to a Kill, shot
in 1983 on the Glacier Lagoon in
southern Iceland.

“We’re thrilled to film part of the
movie in Iceland, which perfectly
matches what we needed in the script
- a cold, exotic location that looks
out-of-this-world,” said Eon
producer Michael G. Wilson. “This
promises to be one of the greatest
Bond films ever.”
Filming of the newest adventure,
produced by the successful Michael
G. Wilson/ Barbara Broccoli team
and directed by Lee Tamahori,
started on January 14th. Pierce
Brosnan will continue his record-
breaking run as secret agent 007 (his
fourth Bond mission), alongside
Halle Berry and Rosamund Pike as
the female leads.
To qualify for the 12 percent
reimbursement, film producers just
need to establish an Icelandic limited
liability company, which can be 100
percent owned by foreign
corporations or individuals, to handle
production in Iceland. The films can
be in any language and it’s not
necessary to hire an Icelandic cast,
although the rebate is based upon
money spent within the country.
Once these basic requirements are
met, applying for the rebate is a
relatively simple process.

Cartoons On The Bay
6th Annual Festival

The sixth edition of Cartoons On The
Bay International Festival and
Conference of Television Animation
takes place on April 18th to 22nd in
Positano, Italy. The Italian premiere of
Lilo & Stitch by Chris Sanders and
Dean De Blois, Disney’s new film
with Elvis Presley’s greatest songs in
a Hawaii motif, will open the event. 
Premieres at Positano Cartoons on the
Bay 2002 are organized with the
support of Rai Fiction, the Province of
Salerno, the Municipality of Positano,
the Campania Region, the Department
of Tourism and with the patronage of
the Ministry for Culture and Cultural
Activities, Education, Universities
and Research Ministry, the UER/EBU
European Broadcasting Union, the
Italian Animation Film Association,
Asifa-Italia, the Association of
Audiovisual Animation Companies -
Cartoon Italia and the Italian Unicef
Committee. The official sponsor of
the event is Ferrero, with the Kinder
Sorpresa brand. 
The Festival, promoted by Rai and
organized by Rai Trade, will present a
total of 38  productions of TV movies,
series, shorts and animated Web
programs from 12 countries
(Australia, Canada, China, Estonia,
France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy,
Ireland, the United Kingdom, Spain

and the U.S.) for the prestigious
Pulcinella Awards, the Festival’s best
Animation Award. 
Among the presenters of the 10
Pulcinella Awards are Bob Balser, the
president of Cartoon, the animation
platform of the Media program of the
European Union; Eve Baron, the head
of the children’s department of France
3; Philippe Jacot, the head of the
children’s department of the UER, the
union of European state televisions;
and Gianfranco Noferi, the director of
Rai Sat Ragazzi.
The Pulcinella Award for career will
be awarded to veteran Jimmy Teru
Murakami. In 1965, while still in
California, he founded the
Murakami-Wolf studios with Fred
Wolf. He later moved to Ireland
where he set up his own company.
Murakami made the feature length
film, When the Wind Blows in 1987.
He has worked and produced
animation for over fifty years in the
U.S., Japan, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, and England. He won a
British Academy Award for the short-
film, Insects. 
At Positano, Murakami will present
the Italian premiere of his most recent
animated feature-length film
Christmas Carol: The Movie, based
on the famous story by Dickens.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Reboot, Available From TV Loonland

Indian Film Awards
Held In Malaysia

The third annual Electrolux
Kelvinator International Indian Film
Academy Awards were held at the
Arena of Stars, at Genting Highland
Resorts, Malaysia, on April 6th. The
IIFA Awards were launched three
years ago at the Millennium Dome
UK, as a salutation to the world’s
largest film industry. 
The Hindi film Aankhen starring
Amitabh Bachchan, Akshay Kumar,
Paresh Rawal, Arjun Rampal,
Bipasha Basu and Sushmita Sen.
Aankhen, produced by Gaurang
Doshi and directed by Vipul Shah,
premiered. The event was broadcast
live worldwide via Sony
Entertainment Television. 
The Awards are conceptualized and
promoted by Wizcraft International
Entertainment, a leading entertainment
and event management company based
in India. to provide an  international
platform showcasing the talent of the
world’s largest film industry.
In keeping with the philosophy of
partnering host countries that have

shown a marked interest in the
following of Indian cinema and have
a sizeable resident Indian population,
the event, which began in UK in its
inaugural year, went on to Sun City,
South Africa in its second year.
Amitabh Bachchan, chief patron of
IIFA said, “These awards are an
important step in globalizing Indian
cinema. By going to new markets
each year, we are able to showcase
our talent and honour our best
performances, while at the same time
help build a strong bridge between
India and the world.’’
Bachchan added,  “I was pleasantly
surprised by the huge support and
following that Indian cinema has in
Malayasia. It was also an honor to be
chosen to accept the Honorable
Minister of Tourism’s invitation to
bring the awards to his country.’’
This year’ sponsors included Sony
Entertainment Television, Genting
Highlands Resorts, Malaysia
Airlines, and the Malaysian Tourism
Promotion Board.
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Best Picture - A Beautiful MindBest Picture - A Beautiful Mind

74th Annual Academy Awards 
A Pictorial Review

Original Screenplay - Gosford ParkOriginal Screenplay - Gosford Park

Art Direction,
Costume Design -

Moulin Rouge

Art Direction,
Costume Design -

Moulin Rouge

Denzel Washington - Best Actor
Training Day

Denzel Washington - Best Actor
Training Day
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Cinematography, Make-up, Original Score & Visual Effects - The Lord Of The RingsCinematography, Make-up, Original Score & Visual Effects - The Lord Of The Rings

Halle Berry - Best Actress - Monsters’ BallHalle Berry - Best Actress - Monsters’ Ball

Jim Broadbent - Best Supporting Actor - IrisJim Broadbent - Best Supporting Actor - Iris

Randy Newman - Original Song - Monsters, Inc.Randy Newman - Original Song - Monsters, Inc.

Animated Feature - ShrekAnimated Feature - Shrek
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar during
each of the years listed, the value of the currency on from 1 March 2002 - 1 April 2002 and the percentage change in rate
since The Business of Film update on 19 October 2001. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro. Source: Thomson Financial Datastream
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1  Mar 2002
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% Update

5,732
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1 Mar 2002

1 Apr 2002

% Update

130,870
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0.77%
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Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Dec.(2001) - March(2002)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound Sterling,
French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish Peseta,
Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar.  The chart to the left shows the
value of the dollar against the 3 remaining currencies which are not
part of the EEC (The Euro).  The chart below shows 9 new
currencies we have introduced based on requests from our
subscribers.  On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will
continue to track the European currencies until they expire.
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The foundations of the National Geographic
Society were established in 1888, by the
aspirations of 33 founding members at the

Cosmos Club in Washington DC, to create a
society for the increase and diffusion of
geographic knowledge. Over the last 114 years,
NGS’s mandate has been to fund, research,
exploreand support a plethora of projects, cover
worldwide milestones through the lens of talented
photographers, and record compelling stories of
world events. The brand has evolved from its first
magazine, which was sent to 200 charter members
to the production of television network specials
and series, paving the way for a fully-fledged
National Geographic Television Channel. 

Television: Pivotal to 
National Geographic’s

Agenda & Ideals

Almost 40 years ago, the Society’s foray into
television production was the beginning of
a worldwide commitment, supported by

programming that reflected and enhanced National
Geographic magazine’s imagery and storytelling.
With its simple logo of a yellow rectangular
symbol, mirroring its magazine image, National
Geographic Television is the only documentary
producer in the U.S. which has a  filmmaking unit
devoted exclusively to natural history. The Natural
History unit productions range from wildlife
conservation and environmental profiles to analytic
animal behavior stories. Since it began production
on its one-hour documentary specials, which take
an in-depth look at topics that have a meaningful
core, National Geographic Specials has garnered
more than 400 awards, including 60 Emmys. Its
weekly cable series, Explorer, brings the visual
mastery and diversity of the National Geographic
magazine to television in a multi-segment format,
of adventure, science, natural history and human
interest. Through the joint venture documentary

distribution company with Canal+, Explore
International, National Geographic Television’s
National Geographic Specials and Explorer series
are broadcast around the world. In the U.S., NGT’s
premieres the Specials series air on PBS, and
Explorer on MSNBC.

London-based Explore International
distributes documentary programming for
National Geographic Television and Film,

Docstar, Natural History New Zealand, Londolozi
Productions, Nature Conservation Films, BBC
Natural History Unit, CineNova Productions,
Nestor Productions and Nick Caloyianis Films. To
date, Explore has licensed over 1000 hours of
documentary programming, translated into 34
different languages to over 200 broadcasters
worldwide.

Brand Renaming Expands 
the Reach of the Society’s Aim
In November 1994,  to realize it’s abmitions and
probe the ultimate limits of visual execution, NG
opened it’s Los Angeles-based feature film division.
“For more than a century, National Geographic
has empowered the world’s great adventurers,”
Rick Allen, president and CEO of National
Geographic Ventures stated. “Using every
medium, and an increasing range of products, we
have immersed global audiences in the continuing
story of life on earth,” he said. “Exploration takes
all forms, and the big screen has long provided a
giant window to our world. Through feature and
large format films, we will extend our unique

The television media industry of filmed product for television--be it fictional, factual or current events such as sports-- is
a trillion-dollar business worldwide. Particularly over the last 20 years, the inter-dependence of cross-fertilization of
content has seen many corporations expand their business, enabling them to incorporate a broader base of inter-related
content, that lends itself to embrace not only the visual, but lucrative retail revenue, from the successful realization of

its filmed product. All corporations now foster and indulge in the ‘ultimate consumer acceptability of its product,’ by branching
into the feature film end of the media business, which in and of itself, generates billions of dollars across the spectrum of
ancillary rights. National Geographic, The Business of Film’s feature choice for MIP TV 2002, is an exception, in the originality
of its formation. The feature is a broad, fairly comprehensive timeline of the  National Geographic Society. The portrait
illustrates the steady and committed growth of a group of 33 individuals in 1888, with a vision and a mission to increase and
diffuse geographic knowledge. In a world where the common denominator that drives the ratings of many networks to satisfy
advertiser demands for the fiscal dollar is, ‘sensational pulp,’ it is encouraging to learn that good, wholesome, informative and
entertaining filmed product can generate billions of dollars in revenues, and enrich the lives of individuals on a global scale.
This ongoing confirmation, demonstrated by companies such as National Geographic and others; serves to enrich our ideals,
and believe in the philosophy that good business ethics can generate sound business results. 

The Sourcing Of A
Geographic Empire

April 2002 National Geographic Cover - An Afghan Refugee Story.
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brand of storytelling to an even broader audience.”
Tim Kelly, president of National Geographic
Television & Film, (NGT&F) added: “It’s time to
change the name and reflect our new operations,
which includes production for our own channel
and a variety of other venues.”

Headed by executive VP, Chris Whitaker,
NGT&F’s raison d'être is to develop and
produce nonfiction stories, whose theme and

scope is amplified bvy the dramatic impact of a
bigger canvas. K-19: The Widowmaker, National
Geographic’s first feature film under its new banner,
is directed by Kathryn Bigelow. Starring Harrison
Ford and Liam Neeson in a Cold War submarine
thriller based on actual events. The movie is based
on a storyLouis Nowra, screenplay by Christopher
Kyle. Financed by Intermedia, the project is
produced by National Geographic Feature Films in
partnership with Bigelow’s First Light Productions,
Joni Sighvatsson’s Palomar Pictures and Edward S.
Feldman. K-19 The Widowmaker will be released
domestically by Paramount Pictures in July. Also on
the company’s slate is Endurance, the story of Ernest
Shackelton’s ill-fated voyage to be the first to cross
the South Pole, with director Wolfgang Peterson and
Columbia Pictures.

To complement the film division and implement
vertical integration to ensure its success, National
Geographic Ventures in August 1996 formed a
strategic alliance with Destination Cinema, Inc.,
(DCI), to produce and distribute large-format films.
Mysteries of Egypt, starring Omar Sharif, was the
co-venture’s first release. The film has grossed over
$68 million at the box worldwide, since its debut in
IMAX theaters in the U.S. and across Europe, it
was the highest grossing large-format film in 1999. 

NGT&F has a number of large format films in
development and in active production. In
anticipation of the bicentennial of the Lewis

and Clark Expedition in 2003, Lewis & Clark: Great
Journey West, is based on the explorers’ trek across
what was to become the continental U.S. Upcoming
projects also include Centennial of Flight (working
title), with the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air
and Space Museum, Forces of Nature (working title),
and Roar: Lions of the Kalahari. National Geographic
Beyond the Movie, launched in the spring of 2001, is
yet another NFF&T expansion into new ventures. The
multi-media initiative anchored in documentary
television is designed “for those who love movies and
the real stories that inspire them,” to complement
feature films and enhance the movie-going
experience. Completed projects include a program
with Touchstone Productions for the film Pearl
Harbor, and New Line Cinema’s The Fellowship of
the Ring. 
Recent partnerships with companies such as
Hallmark Entertainment, has spawned the brand
National Geographic Presents, bringing adventures
to audiences around the world as major motion
pictures and made-for-television movies, which
will air in primetime on various networks, cable
channels, and in the theaters.

Audience Appreciation
Structures Home Video 

& DVD Divisions

Launched in 1985, National Geographic’s
home video division responded to the
business model at that time, which

indicated that this was a trend not to be missed
on the fiscal revenue stream. 
In December 1999, keeping abreast of viewing
demographics, NGHV launched its U.S.
domestic DVD line, and unveiled three classics:
Secrets of the Titanic, Thirty Years of National
Geographic, and Battle for Midway, as well as
four additional titles in first quarter 2000.
Each DVD title features enhanced content,
including additional footage, photo gallery,
maps, bonus programming, and interviews with
explorers and producers. Demonstrating that the
public appetite for its product is far from
saturated, National Geographic has released
more than 250 titles and has U.S. domestic sales
of over 13 million home video units. More than
25 million videos and DVDs in 23 languages,
have been sold worldwide through a global
network of video distributors in 65 different
countries since 1985.

Augmenting the Vast
Library Resource

In October 2001, National Geographic
Television’s Film Library signed an
agreement with World Bank, the world’s

largest source of development assistance,
guaranteeing exclusive rights to the
organization’s extensive coverage and
production footage of developing countries and
cultures. The World Bank provides nearly $16
billion in loans annually, in more than 70
countries in the Asia-Pacific, European,
African, Middle Eastern, and Latin American
regions and the Caribbean. Parlaying that
agreement, together with its vast resource of
footage, the National Geographic Film Library
launched its presence at the National
Association of Television Programming
Executives (NATPE) convention. The strategy
was to further fuel the reach and resource
capability of its divisions, to cultivate
relationships with local broadcasters and
station groups for their new Newsreel news
syndication service, and seek partnerships with
international news organizations to help
manage and distribute their assets via the
Library. 
Based in Washington DC, The National
Geographic Film Library supplies material to
its satellite office in London and various sales
representatives within the U.S. Its fully
catalogued database is available online,
allowing clients to search for footage based on
subject, location or emotional criteria. 
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The New Royals - King Abdullah and Queen Rania al-Abdullah of Jordan.
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Integrating The Reach
Through Technology

The Society’s Web site, implemented in May
1996, averages more than 30 million page
views per month. Organized by key areas of

focus including adventure/exploration, travel,
news, kids, photography, maps/ geography and
education, the site features rich multimedia
applications, an interactive map machine, the
National Geographic Trip Finder powered by
iExplore, live WildCams, games, and lesson plans.
The website’s online store features more than
1,500 items, including all the products found in the
print catalogue.
Nationalgeographic.com enables its loyal and
growing readership from four magazines--
National Geographic, Adventure, Traveler, and
World - and viewers of The National Geographic
Channel, National Geographic Explorer on
CNBC, and National Geographic specials on PBS
to extend their adventures beyond the pages of a
magazine or a television program through
interactive opportunities. 

Capitalizing on the Brand to
Underwrite its Exploration 

& Research Activities

Essential to the ethos of its objective is
brand recognition, from which net
proceeds from the sales of National

Geographic-licensed products are channeled
back into National Geographic to fund the
Society’s research and exploration activities. A
division of National Geographic’s Enterprises
Group, the licensing and merchandising division
develops products to complement the Society’s
mission and promote National Geographic as an
attainable lifestyle brand for consumers with its
retail partners. 
In 2000, the division announced major alliances
with Eddie Bauer, Inc. and The Museum
Company, for the development and placement of
National Geographic-branded products online
and in their retail outlets. The licensing and
merchandising division currently has
relationships with over 18 licensees and has more
than 500 products either available in stores or in
development. 
On the retail side, National Geographic continues
to expand its line of branded products and offer
them at retail locations such as the National
Geographic Store and through their retail partners. 
In July 1998, National Geographic’s catalogue
division evolved into a separate business.
Currently, 10 editions per year are distributed to
its catalogue members, containing editorials
that highlight the Society’s mission programs;
and items that relate to its programs.

Mapping the National
Geographic World

Cartography as an industry is worth $2.1
billion in the U.S. excluding the rest of the
world, and NG has a significant slice of the

pie. While the cartography group was launched in
1915, National Geographic Maps was
implemented into it own division in January 1997.
Renowned as one of the world’s premier map
makers, The National Geographic Society has a
staff of full-time cartographers who produce an
abundance of supplements and page maps for its
National Geographic magazine. In addition,
National Geographic Maps produces for other
media platforms, including National Geographic
Books (as well as the Society’s signature “Atlas of
the World”). 

Ultimate Objectives  & Ideals
Achieved With Physical

Geographic Journeys

National Geographic Expeditions offers out-
of-the-ordinary journeys with National
Geographic photographers, writers,

explorers and other experts as expedition leaders.
The Expeditions shaped by the Society’s century
of exploration feature specially-formulated
itineraries. Journeys range from oceanic
expeditions, to historic world sites, and local
geographic destinations for exploration. 
In 2000, National Geographic and iExplore, Inc.
announced a multi-faceted alliance to provide a
one-stop internet resource for researching,
purchasing and equipping adventure and travel.

The Vision of 1888
Cemented in 

the 21st Century…

A Global Network of
Television Channels

With the launch of National Geographic
Channels International (NGCI) on
September 1, 1997 in the UK, Ireland,

Australia and Scandinavia, the National
Geographic Society expanded its founding
members’ aspirations and endeavour to enlighten
homo sapiens understanding of an evolving
world. The global network--enables viewers a
look into the extensive work of the National
Geographic Society.

Today, the privately-held National
Geographic Society has structured its
business activities into various subsidiaries

and structured partnerships.  
The Society’s mandate, its commitment to
educate, explore and conserve, is under the
umbrella of National Geographic Ventures, which
manages Nationalgeographic.com, National
Geographic Maps, and National Geographic
Enterprises, including licensing, merchandising,
travel Expeditions and retail. In January 2002, all
its television production activities (previously
National Geographic Television) was renamed
National Geographic Television & Film
(NGT&F), a wholly-owned subsidiary of
National Geographic Ventures. Worldwide,
National Geographic Channels operates from its
headquarters in Washington D.C. and 19 regional
offices worldwide, including its primary
headquarters in London, Hong Kong, Sydney, Sao
Paulo and Buenos Aires.
The National Geographic Channel in the U.S. is
an independent business unit of National
Geographic Television & Film (33%) and Fox
Cable Networks Group (67%) in the U.S.
Overseas; National Geographic has a business
venture with NBC. In the UK, BSKYB is also a
shareholder in the channel. The National
Geographic Channel is available in139 countries
in 23 languages with a reach nearly 130 million
households.

With its simiple logo of a yellow rectangle symbol, mirroring its magazine image,

National Geographic Television is the only documentary producer in the U.S. which

has a filmmaking unit devoted exclusively to natural history.

The Shape Of Life

FEATURE - MIPTTVV 2002
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Highlights From National
Geographic Timeline 

1888-1960

October 1888: First issue of National Geographic
magazine sent to 200 charter members.
1890-91: First National Geographic Society-
sponsored expedition maps the Mount St. Elias
region, Alaska; discovers Mount Logan, Canada’s
highest peak.
January 1898: Alexander Graham Bell assumes
National Geographic Society’s presidency.
February 1903: Gilbert H. Grosvenor becomes
editor of National Geographic.
January 1905: Grosvenor fills 11 pages of the
magazine with photos of Lhasa in Tibet. Expecting
to be fired, he is instead congratulated by Society
members.
July 1906: Grosvenor publishes George Shiras
III’s pioneering flash photographs of animals at
night; two National Geographic Society board
members resign, claiming magazine is turning into
a “picture book.”
April 1909: Robert E. Peary and Matthew A.
Henson are the first to reach the North Pole in
National Geographic Society-supported expedition.
1912-15: National Geographic Society-supported
expeditions led by Hiram Bingham excavate
Machu Picchu, lost mountaintop city of the Inca,
in the Peruvian Andes.
1920: Gilbert H. Grosvenor becomes president of
National Geographic Society(through  1954).
1926: National Geographic staff photographer
Charles Martin and scientist W.H. Longley make
first natural-color underwater pictures.
November 1929: Richard E. Byrd achieves man’s
first flight over South Pole; photographs 60,000
square miles of Antarctica from the air. 
1930: Melville Bell Grosvenor makes first
published natural-color aerial photographs.
1941: National Geographic Society opens its
storehouse of photographs, maps and other
cartographic data to President Roosevelt and the
U.S. armed forces to aid war efforts.
October 1952: The magazine publishes first of
many undersea articles by Jacques-Yves Cousteau.
August 1956: The magazine publishes deepest
undersea photographs made to date, from 25,000
feet down in mid-Atlantic Romanche Trench.

September 1959: Color photographs begin to
appear regularly on magazine cover.
September 1960: National Geographic reports
discovery by Louis and Mary Leakey of manlike
Zinjanthropus, more than 1.75 million years old.

1961 - 2002

1961: Jane Goodall begins study of chimpanzees
in Tanzania’s Gombe Stream Park using National
Geographic Society funds.
February 1962: The magazine publishes first all-
color issue.
June 1962: John Glenn carries National Geographic
Society flag on first U.S. orbital space flight.
May 1963: First Americans conquer Mount
Everest in National Geographic Society-supported
expedition.
1966: The National Geographic Specials franchise
is established. The first were broadcast on CBS
from 1965 to 1973, and ABC in the following year.
National Geographic Specials returned to PBS in
2000 for a two-year commitment.
1967: Dian Fossey begins long-term National
Geographic Society-funded study of mountain
gorillas in Rwanda.
July 1969: Apollo 11 astronauts carry National
Geographic Society flag to moon.
1975: National Geographic World replaces School
Bulletin as young people’s publication; circulation
reaches 1.3 million by 1976.
April 1979: Mary Leakey reports discovery of 3.6-
million-year-old footprints believed to be from the
slow-walking ancestors of modern man, in the
volcanic ash of a riverbed in Tanzania.

1984 - 2002

1984: Undersea archaeology pioneer George F.
Bass, supported by the Society, discovers most
extensive collection of Bronze Age trade goods
ever found beneath the sea, in a 3,400-year-old
shipwreck off southern Turkey.
1984: National Geographic Traveler, the travel
magazine of the Society, is launched.
March 1984: Holographic image of an eagle
appears on National Geographic cover, pioneering
use of holograms in a large-circulation magazine.
1985: Domestic home video division is launched.
Since its inception, more than 13 million units.

April 1985: Explorer, the signature series that
brings National Geographic’s magazine to cable
television, and premieres on Nickelodeon.
(It moves to TBS on Feb. 1986, and after
asuccessful run on Superstation TBS Explorer
moved to CNBC on September 5, 1999.)
1985: National Geographic Society launches
Geography Education Program, with the goal of
improving geography instruction in school
systems. 
September 1985: Results of R.M.S. Titanic
discovery announced at National Geographic
Society by Robert D. Ballard. 
October 1986: Senior Associate Editor Joseph
Judge reports after years of study that Christopher
Columbus discovered the New World at Samana
Cay in the Bahamas.
1988: The Society celebrates its 100th birthday.
December 1988: Centennial issue with hologram
cover devoted to topic Can Man Save This Fragile
Earth?
January 1989: National Geographic Bee is
launched. By its 10th anniversary, 5 million
students a year participate.
July 1989: France’s bicentennial is the focus of
the entire magazine.
October 1991: National History Unit, National
Geographic’s filmmaking unit devoted exclusively
to natural history, is established.
January 1993: Paul Sereno of the University of
Chicago announces at Society headquarters the
discovery of the world’s earliest dinosaur.
April 1995: Japanese edition of National
Geographic magazine begins. It is the first local-
language edition.
August 1995: National Geographic Television
becomes a separate, taxable subsidiary company.
1995: National Geographic Television & Film
and Docstar, the documentary branch of
Studiocanal, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Canal +, combines their documentary catalogues
with the establishment of Explore International,
a joint venture documentary distribution
company.
May 1996: A frozen mummy of an Inca girl, found
on a summit in Peru, goes on display for the first
time, in Society’s Explorers Hall; a record 85,000
people view the exhibit.
May 1996: Society launches its Web site:
www.nationalgeographic.com, which averages
more than 20 million page views per month.
August 1996: The country of Mexico is the focus
of the entire issue of the magazine.
July 1997: Discovery of eight ancient shipwrecks
in the Mediterranean is announced at the Society
by Robert D. Ballard.
August 1997: Paleoanthropologist Lee Berger
describes the discovery in South Africa of the
oldest footprints of modern humans ever found.
September 1997: The Complete National
Geographic: 108 Years of National Geographic
Magazine on CD-ROM is released.
September 1997: National Geographic Channels
International launches in the United Kingdom,
Ireland, Australia and Scandinavia. 
October 1997: National Geographic Spanish-
language edition starts in Spain.
November 1997: Latin American Spanish-
language edition of National Geographic
magazine is launched.
February 1998: Italian-language edition of
National Geographic magazine is published.
March 1998: Expeditions Council is created. In its
first year, it contributes almost $1 million to fund
expeditions to little-known places on earth.

Blood Diamonds (documentary) available at MIPTV 2002 from Explore International
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May 1998: Robert Ballard’s National Geographic-
funded Midway mission finds U.S.S. Yorktown.
The WWII carrier rests more than three miles
under Pacific. 
1998: NGT won the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences’ Governors Award in recognition of
its sustained outstanding achievements and
commitment to excellence in television for the
past 35 years.
June 1998: National Geographic announces
discovery of fossil dinosaurs in China that have
distinct feathers, cementing the relationship
between dinosaurs and birds.
June 1998: Hebrew-language edition of National
Geographic magazine is launched in Israel.
September 1998: Society makes millennial gift to
United States and Canada - a new wall map of the
world for every school.
Fall 1998: Merchandising/Licensing division
launches as a separate division within National
Geographic Ventures.
November 1998: Paul Sereno announces at the
Society, the discovery of an enormous predatory
dinosaur in the Sahara in the Republic of Niger,
West Africa. Named Suchomimus tenerensis, the
fish-eating dinosaur had a skull like a crocodile
and foot-long thumbs.
April 1999: Marine biologist Sylvia Earle
launches exploration phase of the Sustainable Seas
Expeditions, the Society’s five-year project to
explore and document the U.S. marine sanctuaries.
April 1999: National Geographic Adventure
magazine premieres. The magazine draws on the
exclusive content generated by the National
Geographic Society’s explorers and adventurers
around the globe.
September 1999: Launch of local-language
editions of National Geographic magazine in
French, German and Polish.
November 1999: Giant plant-eating dinosaur from
the Sahara, Jobaria tiguidensis, is unveiled by
paleontologist Paul Sereno at the Society. The
primitive, long-necked dinosaur weighed an
estimated 20 tons and grew to a length of 70 feet
(21 meters).
November 1999: Robert Ballard announces
evidence from a July 1999 expedition that
supports the theory of a great flood in the Black
Sea 7,000 years ago.
December 1999: National Geographic’s home
video division launches its domestic DVD line.
January 2000: Launch of National Geographic
magazine in Korean.
April 2000: National Geographic assembles first
class of Explorers-in-Residence to redefine
exploration for the new millennium. They are
Stephen Ambrose, Robert Ballard, Wade Davis,
Sylvia Earle, Jane Goodall, Johan Reinhard and
Paul Sereno.
April 2000: Gustavus McLeod of Gaithersburg,
Maryland, completes first flight to the North Pole
in an open-air cockpit aircraft, in National
Geographic-sponsored expedition.
May 2000: Launch of National Geographic
magazine in Portuguese for Brazil. 
August 2000: Using advanced Global Positioning
System equipment, a National Geographic-
sponsored team pinpoints precise source of Amazon
River on Nevado Mismi Mountain in Peru.
September 2000: Danish, Swedish and Norwegian
editions of National Geographic magazine launch.
October 2000: First Dutch edition of National
Geographic magazine is published.
November 2000: Robert Ballard announces
discovery of well-preserved, 1,500-year-old
wooden ship in Black Sea.

January 2001: The Society, in association with
the Ford Motor Company, launches EarthPulse, a
campaign to increase public awareness of critical 
conservation issues.
January 2001: Chinese (traditional characters)
and Finnish editions of National Geographic
magazine launched.
January 2001: National Geographic’s US
Channel debuts to an initial 10 million cable and
satellite homes. (The network is now available in
nearly 12 million homes.)
March 2001: Meave Leakey announces
discovery of 3.5 million- to 3.2 million-year-old
fossils that belong to a new genus of our human
ancestors.
Spring 2001: National Geographic’s Beyond
the Movie, a multi-media initiative designed
to enhance the moviegoing experience,
launches.
April 2001: Portuguese edition of National
Geographic magazine launches.
May 2001: First Turkish edition of National
Geographic magazine is published.
July 2001: NBC and National Geographic
Television (NGT) have reached an agreement to
move their magazine series Explorer from CNBC
to MSNBC.
July 2001: Egyptian archaeologist Zahi Hawass
becomes eighth National Geographic Explorer-in-
Residence.
August 2001: Launch of Thai edition of National
Geographic magazine.
September 2001: National Geographic for Kids
magazine debuts in U.S. classrooms.
October 2001: National Geographic Television’s
Film Library signs an agreement with World
Bank.

November, 2001: National Geographic Film
Library teams up with Pathfire, a leading provider
of digital media content distribution and
management services, to provide local broadcast
stations news footage.
December 2001: National Geographic
Conservation Trust, new grant-making body to
support conservation activities around the world,
is launched.
January 2002: National Geographic Television
changes its name to National Geographic
Television & Film (NGT&F).
January 2002: National Geographic Film Library
attends NATPE. 
July 2002: National Geographic’s first feature
film, K-19: The Widowmaker, will be released by
Paramount Pictures.

The Sourcing Of A Geographic Empire,
written by Elspeth Tavares.
Timeline research & timeline compilation
by Susan Hornick from material supplied
from the archives of National Geographic. 

Gandalf lights the way through Moria from Beyond The Movie. 
National Geographic Beyond The Movie offers audiences insight into the history and folklore

that inspired New Line’s adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord Of The Rings Trilogy.
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Resident Opens To
$18.2M Box Office

Released in U.S. cinemas one week
prior to its German opening in March,
Constantin Film production’s
Resident Evil, starring Milla
Jovovich and Michelle Rodriguez,
shot straight to second place on the
U.S. box office charts. U.S. studio
Sony Pictures/Screengems distributed
the film to more than 2500 screens,
generating gross receipts of over USD
18.2 million in its first three days. 
Produced at the Berlin Adlershof
studio and completed in Munich over

nine months during the summer of
2001, the Bernd Eichinger production
is directed by Paul Anderson, edited
by Alex Berner, and sound mixed by
Michael Kranz. International rights
are held by Constantin, which has
licensed the film worldwide. Global
cinema release dates are scheduled
between March 2002 and February
2003. 
Resident Evil marks the most
successful U.S. opening of a German
production to date.

HBO Goes On A Date
Clarendon Entertainment, Inc., a
distributor of urban-oriented films,
announced the completion of a
license agreement with Home Box
Office, Inc. (HBO) for its comedy
short The Date. The short is the first
of a series of urban-oriented short
films, produced by Clarendon for
distribution via theatres, home
video/DVD and television. The 12-
minute comedy stars Wendell Pierce
(Waiting to Exhale, Get on the
Bus) as a naive restaurant patron
whose blind date is not quite what he
expects. Roderick D. Giles directs
from a script written by Kelvin Z.
Phillips. Rounding out the cast is
Veronica Welch, stand-up comedian
Garfield, Fidias Reyes and Duane C.
Ferguson.  
Under the terms of the deal, HBO
will receive the pay television rights

to The Date for a period of two
years on a non-exclusive basis. The
film will be available on a number of
HBO’s premium services including
Cinemax.
An audience favorite at the 2001
Urbanworld Film Festival in New
York City, The Date also screened at
this year’s Pan African Film & Arts
Festival in Los Angeles.
Clarendon Entertainment, Inc. is an
African-American-owned New-
York based independent distributor
of urban-oriented feature films and
shorts, aimed at the urban movie-
going audience. Home Box Office is
the premium television
programming division of Time
Warner. Both HBO and Cinemax
reach nearly 38 million subscribers
in the U.S. via cable and satellite
delivery. 

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Bob’s Beach, Available From Greenlight Media

Premiere Gets Into
Second-Quarter Gear

The Premiere Marketing &
Distribution Group LLC, set up by
chairman and ceo Mitchell
Goldman, announced the
company’s inaugural release slate
of films starting in June. 
The first films on The Premiere
Group’s schedule are the high
school teen comedy Slap Her, She’s
French, (June 7th) starring Piper
Perabo (Coyote Ugly) and MTV’s
Jane McGregor; and the action-
thriller, Madison, (August 23rd)
starring Jim Caviezel (The Count
of Monte Cristo) and Bruce Dern.
“We were truly overwhelmed by
the sheer number and quality of
submissions that have been
received since launching the
company, and narrowing them
down to this first group was no
easy task,” Goldman said. “We are

delighted that the producers of
these films have entrusted their
projects to us, and in turn, I can
readily assure them that we will
devote our full resources to them,”
he added. 
Premiere will release the thriller
love story, Tales Not Told,
(January 2003) and the romantic
drama Aurora Island (February
2003), which stars Kim Basinger
and Joaquin Phoenix. Debra Hill,
producer and co-writer of the
Halloween series, The Fisher
King and Escape From New York
series, will make her directorial
debut with Tales. 
In addition, Premiere, which has
offices in Los Angeles and New
York City, will soon announce 14
more films to be released within the
next two years.
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AMC Finalizes 
Gulf State Acquisition

AMC Entertainment Inc., (AMC)
one of the world’s leading
theatrical exhibition companies,
has completed its planned
acquisition of the operations of
Gulf States Theatres. AMC has
also entered into lease
agreements with Entertainment
Properties Trust for the real estate
assets underlying the theatres.
The acquisition includes five

megaplex theatres with 68
screens in the New Orleans area.
All five feature stadium seating
and have been built since 1997.
Through its circuit of AMC
Theatres, AMC Entertainment
operates 177 theatres with 2,839
screens in the U.S., Canada,
France, Hong Kong, Japan,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the
UK. 

Warner Bros. 
Opens Nine Screen 
Shanghai Multiplex 

Warner Bros. International Theatres
has entered into a definitive
agreement with two in-country
partners in China to open a nine-
screen multiplex theater in
Shanghai. With the assistance of
Shanghai Paradise Co. Ltd., the
studio will be applying for final
approval from the Central
Government in Beijing and the
Shanghai municipal authorities. 
The 1490-seat cinema marks the
first entry into the Chinese market
by a major theatrical exhibitor. The
cineplex will be owned and operated
as a joint venture of Warner Bros.,
Shanghai Paradise Co. Ltd. and
Broadband Investment Limited of
Hong Kong.
Barry Meyer, chairman and CEO,
Warner Bros. International Theatres,
said, “We began planning this
project last year in anticipation of
the dynamic changes that will occur
now that China has joined the WTO.
Projects such as this will fuel the
growth of the Chinese film business
and help realize the vast potential of
this as yet untapped market.” 
While Shanghai only represents
about one percent of China’s
population, it is a particularly
important theatrical market,
because it accounts for 12 percent
of the country’s total theatrical box
office. Historically, the
Shanghainese audience has also
been China’s trendsetter in the
consumption of both domestic and
imported films.
Shanghai Paradise is Shanghai’s

leading film distributor, with its
distribution and exhibition circuit
accounting for approximately 90 per
cent of the total box office earned
annually by both foreign and
domestic films in Shanghai. The
company operates 140 screens,
representing 90 percent of the city’s
total commercial screens. 
Shanghai Paradise’s association
with Warner Bros. began in 1992,
when Shanghai helped Warner Bros.
start a dialogue with the central
government regarding the
importation and distribution of
foreign films. This association led to
Warner Bros’ signing with the China
Film Group in 1994 --the first film
distribution agreement in China to
be signed by a major Hollywood
studio. Over the last decade, Warner
Bros.’ various distribution divisions
have maintained strong
relationships with Shanghai’s film
and television companies and
governmental authorities.
Warner Bros. International Theatres
has over 138 multiplex cinemas
developments and over 1,300
screens worldwide. Over 80 million
moviegoers visit Warner Bros.
Cinemas each year in Australia,
Italy, Japan, Portugal, Spain,
Taiwan, the U.K. and now, China. 
Broadband Investments Ltd. is an
operator of restaurants and leisure
establishments with its primary
focus on Shanghai, where it
currently operates 15 restaurants
and a variety of other leisure
establishments.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Hildegarde, Available From Myriad Pictures

Visit www.thebusinessoffilm.com
THE BUSINESS OF FILM’S

home on the internet. 
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The Piano Player
Splendid Television, the New York-
based international production and
distribution company, is selling a
line-up of TV movies from sister
company Splendid Pictures at MIP-
TV. Commented Andreas Klein, ceo
of German parent company Splendid
Medien: “It makes sense to utilize
the distribution synergies available
to us through our in-house entities,
Splendid Pictures and Splendid
Television. It is a great way to
maximize revenue and build the
asset value of our library.”
Movies include: The Piano Player,
starring Christopher Lambert and
Dennis Hopper; and One-Eyed
King, featuring William Baldwin,
Chazz Palminteri and Armand
Assante. Also on the slate are two
films produced by Miracle
Entertainment and Cutting Edge
Entertainment, After Sex, starring

Brooke Shields and Dan Cortese;
and another Hopper film, Held For
Ransom.
Rounding out the new movie line-up
is Sol Goode, which features
Balthazar Getty. 
Splendid recently produced the
Golden Globe winning TNT
telefilm, James Dean and Victoria
and Albert with Own2Feet
Productions, in association with the
BBC and A&E Television Networks.
The company also has distribution
rights to HBO’s Project Greenlight
series, which was produced by Matt
Damon, Ben Affleck, Chris Moore
and Miramax Television.
Parent company Splendid Medien
AG specializes in international film
license trading and has been listed
on the Neur Markt of the Frankfurt
stock exchange since September
1999. 

3rd Season Of Soul
The Edmonds Entertainment/State
Street Pictures production Soul
Food, produced in association with
Paramount Network Television, has
begun production on its third season.
Robert Townsend, who recently
directed the Showtime presentation
10,000 Black Men Named George,
as well at MTV’s Carmen: Hip
Hopera, also directs the season
opener, which features special guest
star Faye Dunaway, Star Jones and
rapper Ludacris. 

Soul Food, which won the NAACP
Image Award for Outstanding Drama
Series, will premiere its third season
on June 26th on the U.S. cable
network Showtime. 
The series, which is filmed in
Canada, stars Nicole Ari Parker,
Malinda Williams and Vanessa
Williams, and explores the
relationship between the Joseph
sisters; the men in their lives and
their children as they struggle to
maintain strong family.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
40 Days And 40 Nights, 

Available From Universal Studios Television Distribution

Powersports Powerdocs
Debut New Series

Los Angeles-based Powersports
Powerdocs, headed by William and Tal
McAbian, are attending MIPTV with a
roster of new high profile programming
for the international marketplace. 
The company has secured
international distribution rights to
COPS® creator and executive
producer John Langley’s newest
reality series, Police Beat (65 half-
hours), which is being hosted by Rey
Verdugo, a 34-year Los Angeles
Sheriff’s Department veteran. 
In addition, PSoPD has secured the
international distribution rights to
the feature titles and series of Warren
Miller, a recognized filmmaker of
adventure and extreme sports.
Daring moments in skiing and
snowboarding are profiled in the
programming, which showcases
over 130 Olympic athletes and their
record-breaking feats. 

Powersports - Powerdocs is also
offering Strip Notes, produced by
Daryl Hannah. The special is based
on her exposure to strip clubs and
exotic dancers while filming
Michael Radford’s improvisational
feature, Dancing at the Blue
Iguana. 
Headlining its documentary line-up
is the investigative special, Clear
& Present Danger, which offers an
inside look at the evolution of
terrorism. 
Other MIP-TV debuts include two
3D CGI animated series; the tween
sci-fi series Bugvaders and the
U.K.-originated pre-school
children’s series, Bagees.
To augment the 22 action/adventure
Cannon film library it represents,
PSoPD has also secured the
distribution rights to six of Scanbox
International’s feature film titles.

Rai Trade Unveils New Roster
Rai Trade is at MIP-TV with a roster
of programs available, ranging from
new productions to their vast library
of theatrical films, television series,
television formats and animation.
Headlining the list is the recently
completed Dracula, for which Rai
Trade holds television mini-series
and international home video rights. 
Dracula has already achieved sales
in Latin America, U.S., and Canada,
as well as Korea, Thailand, Hong
Kong, Japan and Australia. With a
budget of more than 10 million
dollars, the miniseries, directed by
Roger Young, was shot in English.
Young will also be directing
Imperium, six miniseries covering
the five centuries of the final period
of the Roman Empire. The first
drama, Augustus, is scheduled to
start principal photography in

August, with an American lead. 
Other titles available include the
drama Perlasca, The Courage of a
Just Man, by Alberto Negrin,
starring Luca Zingaretti;
Resurrection by Paolo and Vittorio
Taviani and Almost America, an
Italo-Canadian coproduction
produced by Eagle Pictures. 
Rai Trade will be showcasing two
reality formats Tunnel (“Indovina
chi viene a cena”) and Gladiator.
Rounding out the company’s
offerings is the completed EBU
animation series, The Adventures
of Marco and Gina, co-produced by
public television companies from
nine countries; the BBC, France
2/France 3, Spanish TVE,
Portuguese RTP, Belgium RTBF,
Swiss SRG SSR, German ZDF,
Austrian ORF and Italian Rai. 
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Universal Studios Television
Distribution, (UTD) responding to
the appetite for major feature films
being distributed for worldwide
television programming, are at
MIP-TV with a new product slate
led by The Scorpion King, starring
World Wrestling Federation (WWF)
star, The Rock. Due in U.S. theatres
on April 19th, The Scorpion King
is a spin-off of the successful
feature film The Mummy and its
sequel The Mummy Returns,
which have grossed more than $840
million in worldwide box office
combined.  
“We’re looking forward to
presenting a solid mix of product at
MIP-TV this year that includes new
television and feature film titles,”
said Belinda Menendez, co-
president, UTD. “Our returning
series, such as the ‘Law & Order’
franchise, consistently deliver strong
ratings for our clients, and have
proven international appeal. UTD
co-president Phil Schuman added,
“We introduced ‘The Rock’ at the
Los Angeles Screenings last May
and, after tremendous client
response, we’re thrilled to now
deliver him in ‘The Scorpion King,’
another sure blockbuster for
Universal.”

Universal’s new programming lineup
also includes films recently released
in the U.S., such as 40 Days and 40
Nights, a romantic comedy from the
producers of Bridget Jones’s Diary
and Notting Hill, which stars Josh
Hartnett; the made-for-television
detective movie, Monk; and Dick
Wolf’s primetime one-hour non-
scripted “drama-mentary” series,
Crime & Punishment. 
Other returning television series
such as Sitting Ducks and The
Mummy animated series are being
sold to the international marketplace
as well. Also included is the sci-fi
miniseries Firestarter: Rekindled,
which is based on the classic novel
Firestarter by Stephen King, along
with the television movie Come
Together from the UK’s Working
Title Television, and properties from
Universal’s 9000+ current and
library feature film and 40,000+
hour television libraries.
Universal’s extensive television
library includes classic television
programs such as Magnum, P.I.,
Miami Vice, The A-Team, Alfred
Hitchcock Presents, Columbo and
The Avengers. Television movies
include The Last of the Blond
Bombshells, starring Dame Judi
Dench, and Lucky Jim. 

Following their success in southeast
Asia last year, Discovery Networks
International is launching its First Time
Filmmakers project in the People’s
Republic of China (PRC), including
the Special Administrative Regions
(SARs) of Hong Kong and Macau. The
PRC initiative is supported by Beijing
TV, and the SARs initiative is co-
presented by the Hong Kong Arts
Development Council. 
“The PRC and SARs have well-
deserved reputations for producing
some of the finest filmmakers in the
world,” said James Gibbons, vp,
programming, Discovery Networks
Asia. “Through First Time
Filmmakers we want to tap into that
up-and-coming talent and provide
them with an opportunity to
showcase their work on the
international stage. We believe we
have created an exciting and
pertinent theme that challenges and
inspires young filmmakers.”
The 2002 First Time Filmmakers
theme addresses the impact of
modernization on the lives of people
living in the new century. Six
winners will be chosen from the pool
of contestants and their programs
will air later this year on the
Discovery Channel throughout the
Asia-Pacific region.

The First Time Filmmakers initiative
has provided a showcase for talented
filmmakers in Australia, the UK,
South Africa, Germany, The
Netherlands and southeast Asia.
The  first project debuted in Europe
in 1995 as a series entitled
Outlaws, which focused on people
in the UK who live on the fringes
of society. In 1996, Discovery
Channel commissioned South
African Visions, a six-part series
produced by emerging filmmakers
that took a look at contemporary
issues in post-apartheid South
Africa. In 1998, New Kids on the
Bloc saw six young producers from
Germany examine issues facing
society in post-Berlin Wall
Germany.  In early 2000, Discovery
Channel Europe commissioned Eco
Warriors, which featured the talents
of Dutch producers in a series
about environmental activism.
Later that year, Southern Exposure
showcased six films focusing on
contemporary Australian passions
and issues.
In December 2001, Asia First Time
Filmmakers: Past Forward featured a
spectrum of traditions and cultures
of six different Asian countries and
the impact of modernization and
technological advancement. 

Discovery: Film
Initiative In China

The Rock Unveils
Scorpion King  

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Living On Water, Available From Filmoption International

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
The Golden Princess, Available From Czech Television
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Modern Times Group President
and CEO Hans-Holger Albrecht
will give the MIPNET keynote
entitled What Will The Winning
Formats Be? on Monday, April
15th. The speech will kick off a
series of panels looking into the
future of program formats and
format genres. 
Before joining MTG, Belgium-
born Albrecht worked for
Daimler-Benz and the
Luxembourg-based media group,
CLT (from 1991 to 1996). At
CLT, he was responsible for all
television activities and for
business development in
Germany and Eastern Europe. He
worked on new projects for RTL
in Germany, RTL 7 in Poland,
RTL 1 in Hungary and Channel 5
in Great Britain. He was also
responsible for the launch of the
SuperRTL channel in Germany,

and the development of CLT’s
digital TV project, Club RTL.
Albrecht joined MTG as head of
pay TV operations within the
Viasat business area. He was
appointed head of the entire
Viasat unit in 1999. In April
2000, he was COO of MTG,
taking up his current position as
president and CEO in October of
that year. 
The Sweden-based MTG,
through Viasat, is the largest
free-to-air TV operator in the
Nordic & Baltic region and the
third largest DTH pay-TV
operator in Europe.  In addition,
it has the largest number of
digital-TV subscribers in the
Nordic region and is an
international reality-TV
production house.
The company incorporates TV
production house Strix, which

pioneered the reality genre with
the introduction of the Survivor
format (created by Planet 24 who
sold the rights to Strix at
MIPCOM 1996) in Scandinavia
as Expedition: Robinson, long
before the appetite for reality
game-shows went global.  The
company has gone on to develop
a number of new formats,
including Harem, the Bar and the
Farm. Strix has optioned and
licensed its formats, to 27
countries around the world. 
MTG operates free-to-air and pay
TV channels in nine countries
(Scandinavia, The Baltics,
Hungary and Russia). This
includes the TV3 channels, ZTV,
Viasat Ticket, Pin24, Viasat
Music, Viasat Sport, TV8, Viasat
Nature, TV6 Viasat Action
World, Viasat Explorer, Darial
TV (Russia), Viasat +, TV1000,

TV1000 Cinema, 3+. MTG’s
pay-TV operations were
launched in 1989, and are now
available via DTH satellite to
subscribers in Sweden, Norway,
Denmark and Finland. 
At the end of last December,
Viasat had 550,000 digital TV
subscribers, making it the largest
digital TV operator in northern
Europe. It is also the largest pay
TV operator in Northern Europe
with 1,125,000 cardholders, of
which 44 per cent subscribed to
the premium Viasat Gold
package of 28 channels. 
MTG has also expanded into
radio, traditional and electronic
publishing, electronic commerce,
film and television production,
home shopping, logistics,
subtitling and dubbing. The
group now has operations in 22
countries around the world. 

Joy Rosen and Lisa Olfman,
presidents and co-founders of
Portfolio Entertainment, the award-
winning international production
and distribution entity based in
Toronto, are attending MIP TV, with
a mandate to boost its rooster of
titles through its newly-announced
acquisition fund.   
Rosen said: “Our new acquisition
fund has been established to attract
world-class television productions
to add to our distribution catalogue
of over 500 episodes of
programming in a wide variety of
genres, including lifestyle and
magazine. During MIP-TV, we are
keen to talk with producers across
the genres of programming -
primetime family, kids’, lifestyle,
travel, sports and reality genres, so

that we can enter into discussions
for potential.”
Lisa Olfman added “Over the last
ten years, we have developed strong
relationships with major
broadcasters, specialty channels and
international networks worldwide,”
Oldman noted. “Having built a solid
foundation, this acquisition fund
will enable the company to move to
the next major stage of
development. We are not only
looking to acquire quality and
interesting programming to
represent to our buyers, but are also
seeking to serve in the capacity as
executive producers in the
development of broadcast
properties” she said.   
Fuelled by the success of
RoboRoach, the 52-episode half-

hour series renewed for a second
season of 26 episodes by Canada’s
Teletoon, the company is also
launching its new division, Portfolio
Animation with Jerry’s Insane Fish
and Carl2.
Available to the international
marketplace is a roster of live action
kids’ and teen programming,
including Northwood; a tough
drama, Benjamin’s Farm, and a
line-up of seasonal specials
including Heads Up! an educational
series about astronomy, produced by
Nick Orchard. In 2001 Olfman and
Rosen were named among
Animation Magazine’s Top Rising
Women in the business. Both
Chatelaine and Profit Magazines
listed Olfman and Rosen on their
lists of Top 100 Female

Entrepreneurs of the Year.
Celebrating its 10th year in the fall
of 2002, the company first made its
mark in youth programming,
growing its production division to
include primetime drama and
animation.

Albrecht Gives MIPNET Keynote

Portfolio Launch Animation Fund

RoboRoach

The Talking With session during
MIPDOC Documentaries Screenings
featured Brian Lapping, producer of
The Second Russian Revolution,
Watergate and the Death of
Yugoslavia. During the session, he
outlined his prolific career as a
journalist, and a producer of
cutting-edge programs in the area of
current affairs, news and world
politics.
Lapping is also in Cannes to finalize
co-production agreements for a new
two-hour documentary called
Tackling Terror, to be broadcast on
September 11th, which will be the

one year anniversary of the
devastating tragedy. The program
looks at what happened within
America and its allied governments
between the attacks of last
September, the fall of Kandahar and
the creation of an interim
government of Afghanistan.
Principal shooting of Tackling
Terror commences this month.
Originally commissioned by the
UK’s Channel 4, fifteen worldwide
networks are now co-producing.
In 1979, while executive producer
at Granada, Lapping started
developing new investigation

formats based on the Harvard Law
School method and the Journalists
Reconstruction method, producing
award-winning documentaries such
as Hypotheticals and Breakthrough
at Reykjavik.
In 1988, Lapping set up his own
company, known today as Brook
Lapping Productions. Its first
production, Countdown to War,
starred Ian McKellen as Hitler.
Based on letters, memoirs and
official papers, the drama won a
gold medal at the New York Film
Festival. 
The Second Russian Revolution

(8 x 60’), Lapping’s next big
production, was shown in 31
countries. In 1994, the company’s
Watergate garnered for The
Discovery Channel the largest
audience for a documentary series
in the U.S. Watergate went on to
win an Emmy, the Golden Gate
Special Jury award at San
Francisco, a gold plaque at Chicago,
and became the first non-US
production to win a duPont. 
In 1995, The Death of Yugoslavia
series won over a dozen awards and
was broadcast in more than 30
countries. 

Going The Lapping Way On Documentaries
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Keller Entertainment Group, headed
by Max and Micheline Keller, attend
MIP TV with a selection of new prime
time television series and quality
made-for-TV movies.
KEG have on offer, The Sam Hill
Chronicles, two new 22-episode, 1-
hour television series, featuring the
globetrotting turn of the century
paranormal sleuth; and Stranded, a
music-driven drama / comedy
following a pop music band lost on a
deserted island.
In addition the company is premiering
two newly-acquired feature films
available for the television market:
Time of Fear, a nail-biting
psychological thriller revolving

around a mysterious killer in a small
California town; and Buck Naked
Arson, a coming- of-age comedy
about four teens accused of starting a
fire on graduation night and their
wildly differing tales of the event. 
The Tiffany Collection, featuring
name stars including Susan Sarandon,
Barbara Eden and Cliff Robertson is a
package of six classic made-for-
television movies. Keller
Entertainment is the company behind
previously produced hit television
shows such as Acapulco H.E.A.T.,
Tarzan and Conan for the world
market,  as the Cable Ace award
winner, Conspiracy: The Trial of the
Chicago 8.  

Keller’s New Slate

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Cleopatra’s Second Husband, Available From Myriad Pictures

3DD Expand Into 
Docu Distribution

UK based music programming
specialists 3DD Entertainment
highlight their expansion into
documentary distribution with a
diverse slate of new documentary
programming at MIP-TV. 
Movie Virgins (4 x 50’) is
produced for Channel 4 by FFP
(Freelance Film Partners) and
follows two film directors over the
course of a year charting the highs
and lows as they struggle to realize
their almost impossible dreams. 
3DD, who retain global rights to
the series, have already garnered
considerable interest culminating
in a recent deal with the

independent film network IFC
(Bravo Networks) who will
reversion it into half-hour episodes
for the U.S. market.    
Robbie Williams, who features
prominently in 3DD’s catalogue,
stars in Nobody Someday 2001, a
90-minute feature, which follows
the artist on his European Arena
tour in 2001. The documentary is a
Century Film Production, directed
by award-winning filmmaker Brian
Hill and was released theatrically
in the UK and Ireland in January.
The feature has already been sold
to Channel 4, RTE, TVNZ, TV2
Denmark and TV Norge.

New Initiatives 
Introduced For WEM

The World Education Market (WEM)
will take place at the Lisboa Congress
Centre, in Lisbon, Portugal on May
21-24th. Now in its third year, the
World Education Market provides an
international platform to network,
buy, sell and build business
partnerships with government,
education and industry executives
from around the world. 
Sponsored by eduventures.com, The
Times Higher Education
Supplement, Blackboard and IBM,
the WEM Conference Program
opens with a full day dedicated to
learning about the international
marketplace for education. Elaine
Legault, director of WEM, said: “We
have a great line-up of high profile
keynotes and speakers who are all
leading experts in their fields. We are
tackling the issues at the leading-
edge of recent developments in the
marketplace - to ensure that WEM
participants from around the world
can really take the pulse of the
market.”
The program will comprise of four
topics: Policies in Practice; Learning
Environments; Rethinking Learning
Strategies in the new Professional E-
environment and International Co-
operation: Comparative Perspectives.
New initiatives for the conference
include The Total E-Learning

Experience Village, which, in
partnership with the European
Institute for E-learning (EIFEL) will
comprise a series of exhibits and
events; as welll as The PartnerShop,
which will look at developing
effective partnerships on a global
stage.
There will also be two roundtable
sessions, Universities Abroad which
will examine international marketing
for universities; and Governments
Advising Governments, which will
address educational reform.
Confirmed keynotes include:
Douglas Becker, chairman/CEO,
Sylvan Learning Systems Inc. (USA);
Prof. Stephen Heppell, director,
Ultralab, Learning Technology
Research Centre, Anglia Polytechnic
University (UK); and Hans Ulrich
Maerki, chairman of the board of
IBM Europe, the Middle East, Africa
EMEA (France). 
Confirmed co-organizers include the
World Bank/International Finance
Corporation, the European
Commission, EIFEL, PROMETEUS,
the British Council, the
Commonwealth of Learning, the
University of Boston, European
Schoolnet and OECD.
WEM 2001 welcomed over 1,700
participants and 930 organizations
from 62 countries.

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL • MAY 15 - 26
The Business Of Film

Carlton Hotel
Office 149

Email: thebusinessoffilm@sdi06.fr

Time Of Fear from Keller Entertainment
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The UK’s television sensation Pop
Idol is under close examination on
Tuesday, April 16th, during
MIPNET’s case study, Multi-
Platform Production: More
Opportunity, More Expense…More
Profitable? Consider the Pop Idol
Case.
The session is moderated by
Childéric Muller, CEO, WAI tv
(France). Speakers include Stephanie
Hartog, controller, entertainment
acquisitions, Worldwide Productions,
FremantleMedia (UK); Richard
Holloway, head of entertainment,
Thames UK Productions,
FremantleMedia; and Simon
Spalding, EVP & gm, worldwide
licensing at Fremantle Licensing
Group, FremantleMedia Enterprises. 
Organized in partnership with the
WIT (World Information Tracking),
professionals are invited to gather
and discuss multi-platform
production.
Pop Idol contenders (approx
10.000) signed up for the national
casting to become the UK’s new

star of pop music. The final chapter
of Pop Idol aired on ITV1 on
February 9, 2002, and attracted 13.9
million viewers, the channel’s
highest rating since the broadcast of
the UK-Argentina game World Cup
1998 soccer. Pop Idol also broke all
records in interactive entertainment,
receiving nine million phone calls
on the final broadcast to determine
which one of the two finalists,
Gareth or Will, would be the
winner. 
23-year old Will Young, the favorite,
registered 4.6 million votes - an all
time high. In its initial week of
release, Young’s record became the
fastest-selling single ever in the
history of the UK music industry. 
On the panel, three executives
connected to Pop Idol will look at
the format’s creation and local
production, the implementation and
management of the call center and of
interactive and Internet
developments, CD branding, star
agency management and the various
multi-platform opportunities.

Istanbul based Sera Film Services is expanding
the company and entering worldwide
distribution arena. Since its inception, the
company has specialized in representing a wide
range of foreign distribution and production
companies such as Granada, Southern Star,
Telfrance, Strix, MTV International and MICO.
In a move to bring Turkish product to the
international marketplace, Sera  Films recently
signed a number of deals with Turkey’s major
production companies, and has availabale for
the marketplace feature films and
documentaries. The emergence of the
emergence of young Turkish filmmakers,
coupled with the production value of many of
the films, led Sera to establish the international
division to promote selected titles to buyers in
the international marketplace. 

The newly available Sera Film’s catalogue
represents the best of Turkish box office films.
Many of the films produced over the past five
years have participated in international film
festivals garnering many awards. Films include
The Bandit, Turkey’s candidate for the Oscar
in The Best Foreign Film category in 1997.
Bandit was a hit with Turkish audiences when
theatrically released in 1996. A Sommersault
in a Coffin won the Best Film in the San
Francisco International Film Festival, the
Festival de Cinema International des Premiers
Oeuvres, and the 19th Festival International De
Cinema Mediterranean De Montpellier.
Innocence won the Special Prize of Jury (1998)
in the Belgium-Brussels Mediterranean Film
Festival and the Public Prize (1999) at the
Austria- International Film Festival Innsbruck.

Documentaries newly available include: Haberci
(Reporter); produced between 1995 and 2001 by
war photographer and reporter Coskun Aral. In a
vivid and adventurous style, it proivides a unique
and informative  look at the different cultural
patterns of various regions around the world.
Haberci is avilable as a complete programming
format or library footage. Much of the footage of
the library is concentrated on the Middle East. 
Sera has also developed a new service for foreign
producers. Realizing the exceptionality of
documentaries produced in Turkey for the
international audience, Sera has expanded its activities
to providing guidance and service for television and
documentary producers. This unique service takes the
load off producers as Sera professionally designs and
executes their project in Turkey in the smoothest and
most cost-effective fashion.

MIPNET Case Study:
UK’s Pop Idol

Turkish Productions Debut 
At MIP Through Sera Films

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Contagion, Available From Porchlight Entertainment
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NEW PRODUCT

AT MIPTV 2002
HIGHLIGHTS

British actor Robson
Green is working both sides of the
camera for the new detective
franchise, Wire in the Blood,
produced by Coastal Productions for
the ITV Network. Southern Star Sales
is launching the series at MIP-TV, in
which Green plays a criminal
profiler. The franchise is based on the
best-selling novels by Val McDermid,
adapted by Patrick Harbinson and
Chris Lang, with a new story written
by Alan Whiting.

Rai Trade at MIP-TV is
launching That’s Italy – Inside
and Beyond Fashion! (10 x 30 min.)
The documentary lifestyle program
previews the autumn/winter fashion
for 2002/3 from the catwalks of the
most important stylists. Armani,
Versace, Valentino, Lancetti, and
Barocco, to name a few are included
in this magazine format available
from Rai Trade.

After several years in
active development, Keller
Entertainment Group (KEG) is
showcasing The Sam Hill
Chronicles at MIP -TV. The  series of
22 1-hour action/adventure episodes
feature veteran actor Richard Norton
in the title role as a turn-of-the-
century daring adventurer and
sleuth.  

New drama available to
international buyers at MIP TV
from Carlton International include the
thriller Menace, starring Stephen
Moyer; the drama, White Collar Blue
(1 x 2 hours) a Knapman Wyld
Television Production, financed by the
Australian Film Finance Corporation;

Pollyanna, from Carlton Productions,
is an adaptation from Simon Nye of the
classic novel by Eleanor Porter; and
the drama, Bertie & Elizabeth (1 x 2
hours) stars James Wilby and Juliet
Aubrey. 

Worldwide rights to The
Kangaroo Creek Gang is
available from Southern Star Sales,
excluding Australia and China.
Based on the books and a comic strip
by the same name, the series is an
international co-production between
Southern Star Pacific, the Shanghai
Animation Studios (China) and
Australian-based The Kangaroo
Creek Gang.

Available from Santa
Barbara-based Foothill
Entertainment, Inc., on behalf of Red
Sky Entertainment, Inc., and BRB
Internacional of Spain, is Pirate
School, a 26-part animated series,
that has been picked up by the BBC.
All three entities will jointly develop,
produce and distribute the series. 
During MIP-TV, Foothill and BRB
are looking to secure an additional
major co-production partner, and
further international pre-sales.
Production is due to start mid 2002,
with delivery commencing from
September 2003. 
Foothill will be distributing the
series in the English-speaking world,
with BRB handling rights throughout
the rest of the globe.

Two new event movies
are being launched by Fireworks
International this MIP -TV.
Aftermath, a 90-minute MOW is
being produced by Melenny
Productions in association with
Frontline Entertainment, Fireworks.
The film stars Sean Young, William
B. Davis and newcomer, Chris
Hayerdahl. Fireworks holds the
worldwide rights excluding U.S. and
Canada.
Filmed on location in Australia,
Southern Cross is a family drama,
written by Ron Elliott, and directed
by Mark DeFriest. Southern Cross
stars Bill Kerr and Jeremy
Callaghan.
Fireworks holds the worldwide rights
excluding Australia and New
Zealand. 

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Galidor, Available From Nelvana

Alien Abduction:
The Mystery Unraveled

Atlas Media Corp.
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The Arkoff Library of
crime, horror, war, sci-fi and
teen titles is available at MIP-TV for
the first time through NBDtV.
Featuring a total of 34 films, the
Library includes films from directors
Roger Corman, Bruno VeSota and
Edward L. Cahn. The library is
organized into four main genres –
crime and mystery (six titles), horror
and fantasy (12 titles), action and
teenage rebellion (nine titles), and
war (seven titles). In addition to TV
rights, video and DVD rights are also
available.

The Cry, a new drama of
two, two-hour episodes, starring
British television actress Sarah
Lancashire, is being launched at
MIP-TV by Fremantle International
Distribution. Written by award-
winning scriptwriter Peter Ransley,
the two-hour episodes have been
produced for UK’s ITV by Sally Head
Productions. Filmed in London and
Hertfordshire, The Cry is directed by
David Drury,  and  executive
produced by Sally Head. FID holds
international rights.

British film actor John
Hurt returns to the small
screen for the first time in years in
the psychological thriller, Bait,
which is part of the line –up of new
primetime programming available
from Southern Star Sales. Bait stars
Hurt and Sheila Rachael.

Bait is a Monogram
Production for the ITV
Network.  Southern Star holds
worldwide rights excluding UK. Also
available from Southern Star is the
second series of the acclaimed The
Secret Life Of Us (44 x 1 hours), a
Southern Star John Edwards
production for Network Ten
Australia, Optus Television and
Channel 4 UK. Worldwide rights
excluding Australia, New Zealand
and the UK are available through
Southern Star.

Harmoy Gold is selling
three new titles at MIP-TV. Tales
From the Black Museum, a new
television murder-mystery series (13 x
30 minutes) created in homage to the
legendary Orson Welles, is based upon

his work as narrator of a radio series
for the Mutual Network in 1952.
Harmony Gold holds international
rights to the program excluding the
UK, the U.S. and Canada. Harmony is
also distributing Lana’s Rain, a 107-
minute suspense-thriller and the
action comedy, Dirt.

The fourth and newest
series of the live-action teenage
drama series The Tribe is available at
MIP-TV for the first time. The Tribe
Series 4 is available in 52 x 30-min or
26 x 48-min formats from London
based Cumulus Distribution, the sales
and distribution arm of Cloud 9
Screen Entertainment, producers of
The Tribe. Over 40 broadcasters
including Channel 5 in the UK, KiKa
in Germany, the Encore Network in
the U.S., and TV Ontario in Canada,
have bought the successful series, of
which 208 episodes and a total of
104 hours are available. 

Four new titles Snow
Queen, Frank Herbert’s
Children of Dune, DreamKeeper
and Dinotopia: The Series are on
sale through Hallmark Entertainment
Distribution.  Hallmark will feature
these titles among the 45 hours of
new programming available.
Hallmark Entertainment is situated a
new location (R 31.34). The bigger
booth features a state-of-the-art
touch screen video system, to make
viewing easier for buyers.

A brand new television
series on the definitive story of
the racing car, from its inception to
the present day, is available at MIP
TV from Duke International.
Comprising of 13 x 52min. episodes,
The Story of the Racing Car traces
the evolution of motorsport’s fastest
cars throughout more than a century
of development.

Carlton America, the
U.S.-based television arm of
Carlton International Media Group,
is offering to international buyers its
slate of two new completed telefilms.
Second Nature for TNT and the
Lifetime drama, Too Young To Be A
Father. In development: The Ron
Clark Story for ABC and Scent of
Murder for Animal Planet.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Georgio Armani: A Man For All Seasons, Available From

Greenlight Media
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Southern Star’s Wild &
Real documentary division is
launching more than 40 hours of
series and specials at MIP-TV.
Programming titles available
include: Visions of War (9 x 1
hours), a modern look at the history
of conflict; World of Mysteries (8 x
1 hours), which investigates the
mysteries of history; Tacugama-
Forest of Hope (1 x 1 hour) which
profiles the world’s only known
white chimpanzee; and George and
the Rhino (1 x 1 hour), the black
rhinocerous special that was filmed
In high definition. 

In a groundbreaking
agreement with France 5,
(previously known as La
Cinquième) international animation
producer and distributor TV-
Loonland has sold three of its pre-
school properties: Little Ghosts (39
x 7 min.), Connie the Cow (52 x 7
min.), and Henry’s World (26 x 11
min.), to the public broadcaster. 

Fireworks International
is unveiling its new action series
The Ultimate Adventure Company
(22 x 1 hours) at MIP-TV. The fast-
paced series is based on the exploits of
prolific explorer Barry Clifford, who
discovered Captain Kidd’s pirate ship
and uncovered some of histories
greatest hidden treasures. Fireworks is
distributing the series worldwide,
excluding the U.S., where Tribune
Entertainment is handling distribution
and have pre-sold the series to 70
percent of the U.S. 

London Television
Service (LTS) have on offer
the brand-new documentary special
Queen Elizabeth II and the
Commonwealth. Produced by
London-based documentary specialist
Infonation, the series coincides with
the celebration of the Queen’s Golden
Jubilee. Other Infonation
documentaries being sold from LTS
include the The Edge, (12 x 30 min.);
Beyond Babel – English on the
World Stage (4 x 50 min.); and
Savage Seas (1 x 46 min.) All series
were developed and produced by
Infonation which is based in London. 

The Hallmark Channel
has secured ongoing carriage
in Italy, after renewing its deal with
TELE+ (Telepiu). TELE+ is the pay-
TV leader in Italy and holds rights to
the top-flight Italian football clubs
AC Milan, Inter and Juventus.

Fireworks International
is selling two original
documentaries in its MIP TV line-
up, Great Souls: Six Who Changed
a Century (6 x 1 hours) and She
Got Game: Coming of Age on the
Women’s Pro Tennis Tour (1 x 2
hours). Great Souls features profiles
from the renowned David Aikman
book Great Souls. Each episode
provides an intuitive look at
individuals--such as Nelson
Mandela, Mother Teresa and Pope
John Paul II--whose lives had a
significant impact on the 20th
century. Fireworks holds worldwide
rights excluding U.S. and the
Netherlands.  She Got Game is a
behind-the-scenes look at women
tennis players themselves and their
families. She Got Game is a
DLI/Esperanto co-production and is
being distributed worldwide,
excluding U.S. and Canada. 

Production has begun on
Jungo at Egmont Imagination’s
sister company A. Film. Jungo (13 x
26 min.) The children’s animated
television series is co-produced with
Denmark’s TV2 and Ocean Group in
Canada and has been pre-sold to
Super RTL for German-speaking
territories, TV2 in Denmark, TV4 in
Sweden, TV2 in Norway and to
Spain.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Guilt By Association, Available From Hearst Entertainment

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Bearing Witness, Available From Czech Television

COMPANIES 

SHORT SHOTS

@ mipTV

Bien Commun Monsato From
Filmoption International
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COMPANIES 

SHORT SHOTS
MIP-TV & MIPCOM
Dominate: New Dates
March 24 - 28 In 2003
In a crowded annual market
calendar for filmed entertainment
worldwide, industry statistics
confirm that MIP-TV and MIPCOM
are considered key events amongst
the major players inthe global
broadcasting industry. In 2001, the
38th annual MIP-TV attracted
11,049 attendees, representing 2,827
firms from 90 countries, while 1,228
exhibitor companies shared 481
stands to showcase programs to
2,167 buyers. In another recent
survey by a publication specializes
in documentaries, 49 per cent of
producers/distributors surveyed rank
MIPCOM and MIPDOC/MIPTV as
the most important markets for
business. MIP TV and MIPCOM are
organized by the Reed Midem
Organization as part of Reed
Exhibition Companies (REC).

Discovery Networks
Europe (DNE), the London-
based division of Discovery
Communications, Inc., has inked a
long-term deal for DTH distribution
in Poland with Nowa Cyfra Plus, the
company launched from the merger
of Cyfra Plus and Wizja Television.
The Discovery Channel will be
carried on the Nowa Cyfra Plus
basic tier. In addition, Animal Planet
will be relaunched on the platform
on October 1, 2002. The two
channels will be carried for a five-
year term. Nowa Cyfra Plus’ current
subscriber base stands at 600,000. 

Alliance Atlantis
Communications Inc., is
launching three new television
movies at MIP-TV. The thrller,
a.k.a. Albert Walker, stars John
Gordon-Sinclair Alan Scarfe and
Sarah Manninen and is a United
Kingdom/Canada co-production
between London-based Little Bird
and Alliance Atlantis, and was
produced in association with the
BBC and CTV. Agent of
Influence, a two-hour movie based
on a true story, starring Christopher
Plummer and Marina Orsini. The
film is co-produced by Alberta
Filmworks and Galafilm
Productions in association with
CTV. Tagged: The Jonathan
Wamback Story, is based on the
true story of a teenage gang’s
savage attack in Ontario, Canada.
Jonathan, is played by Tyler Hynes.
The movie aired on CTV in Canada
last month and is being produced
by Tapestry Pictures in association
with CTV. 

Fireworks International’s
weekly action hour Mutant X
has been renewed for a second
season. The series has been cleared
in 170 markets in the US, including
68 of the top 70 markets,
representing 94 percent of the
country.  Among the stations
renewing Mutant X for the second
year include the Tribune
Broadcasting station group, as well
as KBWB/San Francisco,
WDWB/Detroit, KASW/Phoenix,
W P G H / P i t t s b u r g h ,
WFTC/Minneapolis and KDNL/St.
Louis. 

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Olliver’s Adventures, Available From Decode Entertainment, Inc.

@ mipTV

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Galidor, Available From Nelvana
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Oulu Telecom (OT) a Finnish
telecommunications company and
Cisco Systems, Inc., a global leader
in networking for the Internet, have
entered into an agreement. Oulu is
deploying Cisco Long-Reach
Ethernet (LRE) to offer next-
generation broadband services to
both residential and business
customers in northern Finland. 
Oulu has been offering broadband
services based on Cisco’s ADSL
technology in Finland since 1999.
The company chose Cisco
technology to enable it to respond
to the increasing demand for
broadband services and deliver the
service to customers efficiently and
cost-effectively, both in
metropolitan and rural areas of
Northern Finland.
The solution allows users to watch
real-time digital television
broadcasts and simultaneously use
broadband Internet services at up to

15 Mbp/s via a television set. Long-
Reach Ethernet is faster and less
expensive to deploy and maintain
than ATM-based access
technologies enabling symmetrical
connections of up to 15 Mbps.
“Cisco was an obvious choice as its
LRE technology considerably
extends the usage of Ethernet,
whilst utilizing the existing
telephone network, digital
telephone and ISDN lines,” said
Risto Siivola, Oulu’s managing
director. “The technology delivers
cost-effective, high-performance
broadband access to hotels,
residential units, office buildings
and enterprise facility environments
such as educational campuses.” 
Oulu Telecom is a part of Finnet
Association, which is a lobbying
and co-operation organization for
the private telecom operators and
their subsidiaries and associated
companies in Finland.

PanAmSat Makes Pact 
With Oz Broadcaster

Next-Generation
Broadband Available 
In Northern Finland

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Henry’s World, Available From TV Loonland

A new 10-year, multi-transponder
sales agreement has been reached
between PanAmSat Corporation
and Television & Radio
Broadcasting Services (TARBS),
one of Australia’s leading
multicultural broadcasters, to
launch a new direct-to-home (DTH)
television platform in the U.S. 
In addition to using multiple
international satellites in
PanAmSat’s fleet for DTH and
contribution services in the Asia-
Pacific, TARBS will now broadcast
more than 50 channels of multi-
cultural television programming
direct to consumers’ homes in the
U.S. over the Galaxy XR North
American satellite.
“We are very excited by this
opportunity to expand our
relationship with TARBS because it
demonstrates the high importance
we place on working closely with
our customers to help them enter
new markets and grow their
business,” said Tom Eaton,
PanAmSat’s executive vp, global
sales and marketing. “The
combination of our global network
with TARBS’ unique international
channel lineup offers a new and
compelling cultural link between
members of ethnic communities in
the U.S. and their places of origin.”
TARBS’ CEO, Regina Boulos, said,
“This landmark deal will position
TARBS as the largest platform
provider and broadcaster of ethnic
television and radio programming
services in the world. TARBS is
targeting to grow to more than two
million customers over the next five
years, and we now have in place the
global satellite platform that will
facilitate the delivery of quality
programming from our
broadcasting partners to virtually

any migrant home throughout the
world.”
The new sales agreement in total,
consists of C- and Ku-band capacity
on the PAS-2 and PAS-8 Pacific
Ocean Region satellites, the PAS-10
Indian Ocean Region satellite and
the Galaxy XR spacecraft.
TARBS has been a PanAmSat
customer since 1999, when it
launched an ethnic programming
DTH platform in Australia over the
company’s PAS-8 satellite.
TARBS is a satellite broadcast
operator whose business is to
source and distribute multicultural
television and radio programming
from around the world to ethnic
audiences wherever they may live.
They currently broadcast 52 24-
hour channels of subscription
television and radio programming,
sourced from government and
private broadcasters in 28 non-
English speaking countries. TARBS
has substantial investments in
broadcasting, satellite transmission,
and information technology
infrastructure, and recently
expanded its operations to Athens,
where it owns a substantial share in
what is to become the largest
Satellite Teleport Centre in Europe.
TARBS distributes programming
throughout Europe, Asia, Africa,
the Middle East, and Oceania. 
PanAmSat is a provider of global
video and data broadcasting
services via satellite. Operating a
global network of 21 in-orbit
spacecraft with 870 transponders,
the company reaches 98 percent of
the world’s population through
cable television systems, broadcast
affiliates, DTH operators, ISPs, and
telecommunications companies.
The company is 81 percent owned
by Hughes Electronics.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT

www.thebusinessoffilm.com
Selected Partners Worldwide

For Profiles on - 

Car Rentals, Hotels & Boutiques 
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Kodak’s New Digital
System Installations 2003
Eastman Kodak Company
demonstrated its advanced prototype
of its full digital cinema system at
last month’s ShoWest Conference of
distributors, exhibitors and suppliers
to the motion picture industry.
“We are poised to take a leadership
role in this emerging market,” said
Robert Mayson, gm and vp of
cinema operations for Kodak’s
entertainment imaging division. “We
are committed not only to putting
superior quality pictures on the
screen, but to working with the
industry to ensure our system makes
creative, technical, operational and
business sense for everyone
involved.”
The company expects to install its
first complete Kodak Digital
Cinema System during the first
quarter of 2003. To help in
achieving their goal, the company
has created the Kodak Digital
Cinema Services unit, which will
offer the industry service
agreements and other options to
enable the adoption of digital
systems with minimal risk or fear of
obsolescence. Kodak’s vision for
the future of digital cinema includes
digital film mastering, a process in
which a film is digitally scanned so
the cinematographer can manipulate
the images and record the results
back out to film or any other media,
all with the same look to preserve
the filmmaker’s vision.
For cinemas, Kodak service
agreements will include system
components, installation, training
and support. For studios and other

content suppliers, agreements will
include all aspects of digital print
delivery to theatres.
The Kodak Digital Cinema System
includes both a high-quality
projector and a flexible cinema
operating system, which involves
the installation of a fiber-optic
network into cinemas. This is then
used to move images with the same
ease that cinema managers move
data today. With a server and
proprietary Kodak software, the
operating system will receive
encrypted or unencrypted digital
content via DVDs, satellites, or the
fiber-optic network, store it safely
and distribute it reliably and easily to
projection screens.
As more content across the board are
supplied in digital form, the
operating system will greatly
facilitate the make-up of show reels
in the cinema. The system can
handle any number of screens in a
multiplex and can also schedule and
deliver trailers, digital art posters,
advertising, and public service
announcements to monitors and flat-
panel screens in lobbies.
“There are more than 100,000
screens today showing movies on
film -- and so digital projection will
exist side-by-side with film
projection for long into the future,”
Mayson said. “Our goals with the
Kodak Digital Cinema System are to
continue to raise the standards of
quality, exceed the expectations of
the industry and provide a more
enjoyable entertainment experience
for audiences.”

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Silent Night, Available From Whamo Entertainment

The complete edition of 
The Business Of Film MIPTV 2002

& 
the unabridged version of 

The Business Of Film
MIPTV 2002 Product Guide

is available on
The Business Of Film website @

www.thebusinessoffilm.com
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Monitor

“Gosford Park”
Available from 
Capitol Films

A P R I LA P R I L
Three weeks ending March 17, 2002
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1. Ocedan’s Eleven 18,303,305 4(5) 432/437/432/439 11,948/8,516/6,093/4,404

2.   Monsters, Inc. 14,919,081 4(6) 498/489/432/456 12,164/6,761/4,277/2,862

3.   Gosford Park 6,081,875 4(7) 202/223/224/230 4,983/4,543/4,002/3,556

4.   A Beautiful Mind 5,792,094 4 24/377/379/376 11,139/4,614/3,152/2,444

5.   Ali 5,657,543 4(5) 330/332/299/241 5,705/3,543/2,025/1,372

6.   The Lord Of The Rings 3,549,316 4(13) 324/319/304/269 2,878/2,586/1,911/1,685

7.   Mothman Prophecies 2,822,801 3 286/277/233 3,782/2,284/1,511

8.   Don’t Say A Word 2,503,460 4 273/276/182/114 3,133/1,949/1,230/875

9.   We Were Soldiers 2,228,151 2 384/374 2,968/1,703

10. Charlotte Gray 1,834,905 4 217/195/92/69 2,968/1,653/1,173/1,008

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Feb 22 - March 17. By showing the per screen

average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Gosford Park was taking more per screen on fewer screens than Monsters, Inc. or that Oceans

Eleven had a higher screen average after five weeks of release than We Were Soldiers after two.

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS
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